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University Police stored bicycles they confiscated over spring break behind the police station on Arts Drive. Police retrieved more than 50 bicycles.

By Heather Sutton

Upon Returning from
spring break, several stu
dents living on campus
might have- noticed bicycles
missing from the bicycle
racks outside of the dorms.
The University Police De
partment . collected more
than 50 abandoned or un
registered bicycles on cam
pus. These bikes are now be
ing stored in the back of th e
police station and are avail
able for students to claim.
"There have been students
that have left the campus,
leaving these bikes behind,"
said Wynn Sullivan, deputy
chief of the University Police
Department. "Some of these
bikes have been here for up
to two years. We took the
unregistered bikes because
it is assumed that they are

abandoned."
Sullivan said present stu
dents on campus tend to
comply with the regula
tions.
"Most people are good
about following regulations
and getting their bikes reg
istered, but some don't,"
she said. "We have sent out
a notice so that if we have
anyone's bicycle, they are
welcome to come and get,
them.",
Sullivan said university
police started notifying
students, staff and faculty
members of t he new bicycle
regulations back in Novem
ber. She also said several op
portunities to register bicy
cles were held at Windward
Commons and the Compass
Point Club House.
Sullivan said university
police were going to start

collecting bikes in Decem
ber, but decided to give
students more time to get
their registrations in order,
so they began collecting in
March.
"All bikes that are not
claimed by April 17 will be
given to charity at the dis
cretion of the University Po
lice Department," Sullivan
said.
According to the depart
ment's website, the univer• sity's bicycle regulations
require all bicycles be regis
tered with university police.
According to the website,
bicycle registration is a free
service. The website also
suggests students lock un
attended bicyles but refrain
from using weak combina
tion locks that require ca
bles, as they are easily bro
ken.

Bicycles are to be parked
in designated areas at one of
the bicycle racks, the web
site states. Leaving a bicycle
unattended for more than
48 hours may lead to its dis
posal.
These regulations are is
sued to ensure the safety of
the students and the protec
tion of student property, ac
cording to the website.
Sullivan said the jurisdic
tion that campus police get
to enforce these regulations
and other campus laws cov
ers the university property
and comes from the approv
al of these regulations and
laws by the police depart
ment's representative on the
university's cabinet.
University Police Chief
Wayne Willcox said the new
bicycle regulations were
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Editorial: Springtime
temptations taunt
students

Sorority readies Greek Goddess pageant

Basically, we're collecting
ithbrushes, soap, shamo, deodorant and generalany hygiene products that
ople need in the aftermath
this disaster," Hardy said.
'11 all be going directly to
3 Ja pan relief effort, and
> need as many volunteers
we can get to help."
Tardy said SGA will hold
3 drive over a three-week
riod in order to draw as
my donations as possible.
She. said the drive will
ntinue over the next three
:eks and will be held every
onday, Wednesday and
iday from 12 to 2 p.m. and
ain from 4 to 6 p.m.
'We've also set up a Faceok page to get the word
t that this is what we're
ling," she said:
Students interested in do
ting to the drive, which
11 be held every Monday,
ednesday, and Friday from
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SGA discusses
campus relief
effort forJapan
)n March 28, the Student
vernment
Association
cussed Armstrong's paripation in a relief effort
ired toward aiding the
tims of the recent earthake and tsunami that
rastated Japan and left
aple homeless.
Senator Dominique Hardy
lught the drive to the ta-

Issue

Georgia Tech Savannah
prepares for open house

By F. Reese Shellman III
News.Inkwell@gmail.com

On March 2, at approxi
mately 3:30 p.m., a stu
dent's black bookbag was
stolen from a bench in Uni
versity Hall. The student,
who was talking with a pro
fessor, said he had briefly
turned his back. According
to the incident report, when
he went to retrieve the bag,
it was missing.
The bag contained two
books, "Mathematics for
Teachers" and "Child De
velopment and Education,"
as well as a T.I. 35 calcula
tor and various class sup
plies. The student estimates
the value of t he bag and its
contents at $250.
The police notified the
bookstore of the stolen
property in the event that
the perpetrator attempts to
sell the books.
On March 10, a student
reported his car was sto
len from the Science Cen
ter parking lot. He said he
lost his keys while in Lane
Library, and when he re
turned to the parking lot
after class, his car was
gone: When ho nstfed the li
brary staff if k eys had been
turned in, he was told some
keys had been turned in but
were later claimed.
The keys were handed in
byawoman,butayoungman
claimed them,according to
the library staff, who were
unable to identify the cul
prit on the security cam-
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Alpha Sigma Tau fundraisers bolster awareness of charitable causes

The Epsilon Gamma chap
ter of Alpha Sigma Tau, one
of Armstrong's sororities,
is preparing to hold its first
Greek Goddess competition
on April 15. The event is a
pageant-style competition
that will slate members of
organizations against one
another to win the title.
Greek Goddess.
One to three members
from each sorority will par
ticipate. Like a pageant,
there are different phases.
The sorority sisters will be
judged on spirit-wear, badge
attire and formal wear. Op
tional competitions include
a talent contest, a contest
for the most photogenic sis
ter, a popularity contest and
a congeniality contest.
Fraternities and sorori
ties, as well as other organi
zations around campus, will
provide entertainment.
"Our Greek Goddess event
is going to be fantastic," said
Alpha Sigma Tau member
Emily Rice, a senior. "We
are all so excited to start
this, and we hope that it will
turn into an annual event. It
is going to have ladies from
all Greek sororities on cam
pus and is really going to be
unforgettable night."
Alpha Sigma Tau will do

nate the event's proceeds to
Habitat for Humanity.
"We hope it instills the
Greek relationships and
helps us form new ones,"
said freshman Kim Knight,
Alpha Sigma Tau's fundraising
chairwoman.
"Greek-member numbers
are increasing, and we want
to make all Greeks and new
sororities feel welcome."
Giving is nothing new to
Alpha Sigma Tau.
The organization has
hosted many events to
raise money, and awareness
for charities such as the
Pine Mountain Settlement
School, Ronald McDon
ald House Charities of the
Coastal Empire, St. Jude's
Children Hospital and Hab
itat for Humanity. These
charities are all non-profit
organizations that rely on
donations to operate. .
"The Ronald McDonald
House and Pine Mountain
Settlement School are phi
lanthropies that our found
ing sisters chose to raise
money for and by sorority
law," Knight said. "We are
carrying on the tradition
from the ideals that they put
down. It's what our sorority
was built on."
At least once per month,
members of Alpha Sigma
Tau go to the Ronald Mc
Donald House on Waters

Avenue to cook and serve
dinner to the families living
there.
Alpha Sigma Tau held
a car wash to benefit the
Pine Mountain Settlement
School in Kentucky, a cause
the national organization
endorses. The sorority also
regularly holds bake sales.
These events are held as
needed to raise money for
the philanthropies. The
chapter gives each philan
thropy equal shares of do
nations.
Last fall Alpha Sigma Tau
held a Heel-A-Thon to raise
money for St. Jude's Chil
dren's Hospital. The event
took the form of a relay, and
the 12 participants who paid
the $3 fee were required to
run in heels.
"The Heel-A-Thon was
really successful," Knight
said. "We are doing good for
the community while we get
out name out there".
Alpha Sigma Tau mem
bers also take pride in their
academic record.
"AST has the highest GPA
averages in all the Greek
organizations," said Alpha
Sigma Tau recruitment
chairwoman Katelyn Rawlings, a sophomore. "We are
really proud of it because
we work really hard."
The sorority also raises
awareness of various hu

manitarian causes.
Companies such as TOMS
Shoes are private and do not
accept donations. However,
they are still philanthropic
— w ith every purchase of
a pair of TOMS shoes, the
company donates a pair of
shoes to a child in need.
Alpha Sigma Tau will host
TOMS Day Without Shoes
on April 5. Those who par
ticipate will be encouraged
to do their daily activities,
such as going to school or
work, while barefoot.
"We are. encouraging
people to buy TOMS and
raise awareness," Knight
said. "There are many dis
eases you can catch from
not wearing shoes. Those
diseases are one of the top
causes of death in Africa."
Alpha Sigma Tau recent
ly held a bake sale to raise
awareness for breast can
cer.
They also participated
recently in Greek Week, in
which each organization
hosted an event.
"AST held an activity
day," Rawlings said. "It gets
our name out there and
that way all the Greeks can
come together meet other
Greeks. Greek Week gave
us a chance to meet initi
ated girls and new pledges.
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Tickets for Greek Goddess can be purchased for $5 in advance in the Student Union and $7 the day of the event.

Professor discusses
economics of Latin America

The Department of Political
Science holds the next
installment of the Robert I.
Strozier Faculty Lecture Series on
April 1 at 12:10 p.m. in University
Hall, room 156. Associate
Professor of Political Science Jose
de Arimateia da Cruz presents
"The Chinese in Latin America:
the Commodity Lottery Winners
and Losers,"an examination
of Latin American foreign
investment in China's growing
economy.
The lecture is free and open to
the public.
Physical therapy
department holds 5k

On April 3 at 8 a.m., the
Department of Physical
Therapy holds its annual 5k
race around the campus. The
'80s-themed race will pay for
conference and event fees for
physical therapy students.
Admission is $25. For
more information, contact
aasupt5k@gmail.com.

War veteran holds
book-signing

The Student Veterans of
America, Armstrong Alumni
Office and the Department
of History are holding '"Dear
Diane: Letters from the First
Gulf War'—Armstrong
Alum and Gulf War Vet
Speaks"at6p.m.on April 6
in the Savannah Ballroom in
the Student Union. Stephen
Bradshaw, a 1986 graduate
of Armstrong and Gulf War
veteran, will speak on his
experiences and sign copies
of his new book, "Dear Diane:
Letters from the First Gulf
War."
University police offer
automotive tips

The University Police
Department holds Cops and
Car Care at 8 p.m. on April 7
on Science Drive in front of
the Student Union. Police
officers will discuss proper
automotive care including
how to change tires, check oil
and monitor tire pressure.
The event is free and open
to all students.
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April 4: The Student Government Association holds a meeting in Savannah Ballroom A
in the Student Union.

Economics department means business

Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
photo.Inkwell@gmail.com

Voices jon Campus
"How are you involved in campus life?

Armstrong to offer new track of study fall semester
By Brittany Redding

Starting in fall 2011, Arm
strong's Department of Eco
nomics will offer a variety
of business courses to stu
dents. Savannah State Uni
versity has traditionally had
the most local appeal for stu
dents interested in business
courses, but now Armstrong
has a little to offer in that
category as well.
"We have a lot of students
who are interested in some
type of business course, and
some would actually rather
have a business degree, but
what we've got is an eco
nomics degree," said profes
sor of economics Richard
McGrath. ''However, what
we have now been approved
to do is to teach an econom
ics degree that has a few
business courses in it, so we
have a business track in the
economics degree. There will
be a bit less theory than our
regular economics degree
and more applied business
courses."
Department Head of Eco
nomics Yassaman Saadatmand hopes the new courses
will tempt students inter
ested in business courses to
stay at Armstrong.
"For many years I have
been seeing students . who
come to Armstrong. They
love Armstrong. They want
to stay at Armstrong, but

they are disappointed to see
that we are not offering the
variety of courses that insti
tutions that have a business
program offer," Saadatmand
said.
"So I think that we are of
fering a service to students
who have been asking for
many years that want have
these courses. They love the
major. They love their pro
fessors, but they want to
have other courses that they
can go to another institution
with a business program
where they can find those
courses but now they can
take those courses here."
The economics professors
are adamant that students
realize if they are interested
in taking these new courses,
they will not graduate with
a degree in business, but
rather a degree in economics
with a concentration in busi
ness.
McGrath sees this as a pro
rather than a con.
"We think this is actually a
better offer than most busi
ness degrees because it has
some of the analytical prepa
ration of an economics de
gree, but it offers the applied
business courses as well, so
it's a nice mix of the two," he
said.
McGrath said sticking with
an economics degree rather
than a business degree is
beneficial to students be
cause jobs in economics are

in the top 10 highest starting
salaries right out of college.
"We think it is in the ben
efit of the students for it to
still primarily be an econom
ics degree with some busi
ness courses rather than be a
straight business degree be
cause it really gives them the
skills to get those higher pay
ing jobs because our gradu
ates do very well," McGrath
said.
The new courses required
for the concentration in
business focus on marketing,
management, finance and
accounting. The capstone
class is in eritrepreneurship.
The economics department
wants people to realize this
new offering is completely
different and in no way com
peting with the degrees of
fered at Savannah State.
".Our idea is to offer things
that are different than what
they offer," McGrath said.
"We have no interest in of
fering competing programs
with theirs or duplicating
anything that they do be
cause they've got four good
majors. We don't want to du
plicate what they do —there's
no reason to duplicate what
they do. There are plenty of
different interesting things
to offer without creating any
conflict or competition with
other schools, and we like
what we have to offer."
Armstrong student Jeffrey
Bush is planning on switch

ing to the new business track
in economics. A member
of the U.S. Army, he sees it
as a way to. help him in his
professional career in the fu
ture.
"I just want to leave the
doors open for myself to ei
ther finish my commitment
to the Army and go on to a
more business-oriented life
or continue with the Army
and use the managerial as
pects of a business econom
ics degree to manage and ac
count for soldiers and their
actions," he said.
Bush also sees the benefits
of having an economics de
gree with a concentration in
business rather than an ac
tual business degree.
"By having the economics
part mixed in with it, it gives
you the basic insight of s ee
ing how everything works,"
he said.
"If you just jumped in to
ward the business side of
it and only understood ac
counting and marketing,
you'd miss out on a big, huge
chunk of s omething that re
ally could benefit you in the
long run or the company you
end up working for in the
long run," Bush said.
"I mean something as sim
ple as understanding supply
and demand - something
like that could be skipped
and you would miss a huge
part of why things happen
the way they do."

Ga. Tech Savannah hosts open house
By Tanzere Nelson

On April 2, the Georgia
Tech Savannah Campus
will host an open house.
This is a community event
and is open to the public.
The open house will have
a fair-like atmosphere,
complete with booths and
exhibitions. There will be
refreshments available as
well.
The Engineering Alliance
Program, the joint effort
between Armstrong and
Georgia Tech, is sponsor
ing the open house. They
want to encourage people
to some out and see the
campus. High school se
niors are welcome to at
tend. In particular, though,
the event is focusing on

students who have been ac
cepted to Georgia Tech, but
have not made the decision
to go yet.
"I don't know if I'm going
to attend Georgia Tech yet,
but I've always wanted to
know what goes on there,"
high school senior Austin
said.
"I'm happy for this event
because I can go and see the
college without committing
to it and without having to
drive to Atlanta."
Officially, the time for
the open house is from 2-5
p.m., but attendees are
welcome anytime through
out the day. During their
visits, administrators will
break attendees into tour
groups. Guides will give
tours through campus dur
ing the event. Tour groups

will gain information on
Georgia Tech's distance
learning program and co
operative experience.
Attendees will be able
to meet many professors
and tour hydraulics labs.
Throughout the course of
the day, equipment demon
strations will be conducted.
There will also be mechani
cal engineering tours.
Among the exhibition
booths, a few senior proj
ects will be displayed. One
display showcases a golf
cart specifically created for
the physically disabled.
One large motive behind
the open house is to edu
cate the community about
Georgia Tech Savannah's
existence and showcase the
program. The Savannah
location is one of Georgia

Tech's satellite campuses.
A second is located at Geor
gia Southern University in
Statesboro.
Students can study at ei
ther campus for the same
degrees. There have been
students who received un
dergraduate degrees in Sa
vannah before going to the
Atlanta campus for gradu
ate degrees and vice versa.
Amanda Baker, an ad
ministrator for Georgia
Tech Savannah summed
up the aim behind the open
house.
"Many people did not re
alize that we were here and
that we have a campus,"
Baker said. "This is a way
to show them who we are
and what we do here."

Speaker inspires with Tourette's talk
By Tara Jones

On Monday, March 28,
the Campus Union Board
hosted a human-interest
seminar in the Ogeechee
Theater. The guest speaker,
25-year-old Marc Elliot,
gave a nostalgic presenta
tion on Tourette syndrome.
He used real-life experienc
es in educating strangers on
his condition. Elliot already
visited 35 states with his
live-and-let-live message
and was given the opportu
nity to speak at 70 venues
during spring semester. He
began his presentation by
passing out pipces of paper
that he carries with him at
all times.
The papers bluntly stated
his condition:
"Why do I act this way?
Because I can't control it.—
I have Tourette syndrome
— a medical condition. It
causes me to make loud
sounds, have twitches and

say things I don't mean. I
can't help it any more than
you can stop a sneeze or
cough. I'm sorry if it both
ers you — it bothers me
more."
Nursing major Eleora
Marcel said Elliot's ability
to deal with his disorder is
inspiring.
"It was amazing," she
said. "He was very hum
ble."
Elliot also suffers from
Crohn's disease, which left
him with no large intestine
and roughly four feet of a
small intestine. Elliot spent
the first six months of his
life hospitalized and devel
oped mental tics around the
time he was 5 years old.
"Tourette is the body pro
ducing excess energy that
turns into a mental itch,"
Elliot said. "If you don't
scratch it, the itch contin
ues to build."
Many people scratch
these itches differently.
Some shout while others

have muscle spasms.
"There are 200,000 peo-'
pie in America that have
Tourette syndrome," Elliot
said. "Fortunately, about
60 percent to 70 percent
can grow out of it. The peo
ple who suppress their tics
have more self-restraint
and can control their tics
more easily. There is no
cure, but there is treatment
and therapy available."
Lucia Mendes, a mem
ber of the Campus Union
Board, said Elliot used, hu
mor to address his serious
topic.
"Not only was he hilari
ous, but he was really cute,"
she said.
"I have a unique perspec
tive on life," Elliot said.
"The importance of me
Spreading the awareness of
the syndrome is to not only
increase the number of
people who would 'tolerate'
Tourette, but to increase
the number of those who
accept it. I think toleration

is the bare minimum com
pared to the power of ac
ceptance."
"Recognize that you make
assumptions about other
people's differences," El
liot said at the end of his
presentation. "Let assump
tions be assumptions and
not become actions. How
much do we really know
strangers?"
Early childhood educa
tion major Ariel Sasine was
glad to sit in the seminar.
She also works every sum
mer at Twitch and Shout,
a camp for children with
special needs, including
Tourette's.
"The camp is a week
long in July out near Twin
Lakes," Sasine said. "We
fly kids in from all over the
country to have the oppor
tunity to meet others that
share tl^e same condition."

"I'm in the Biology Club and we're "I go to softball games and sporting
doing a dogs-for- dogs day."
events. I use the gymnasium to
Crystine Dummitt, work out, and I come in here - the
Student Union."
biology,
BillieCampbel,
freshman
radiologic sciences,
sophomore.

r

l
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"I've been talking to the

department of multicultural
affairs. I'm trying to set something
up for my gender and women's
studies class."
Jerlyn Lazare,
undeclared,
1
freshman

"I'm not very involved this semester,
I'm only taking two classes, so I'm
not here very much.'"
Liam Murphy,
political science,
junior

in-chief

position Is available
The Inkwell is now accepting
applications for
editor-in-chief.

Applications are In the MCC building
outside The Inkwell's office
Room 202
You must be a stu'dent during Fall 2011 and Spring 2012

For more information:
Office of Student Activities
MCC Room 201
Phone:912-344-3252
lnkwell@armstrong.edu
Application deadline: April 20,2010
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posted all over campus, the
Armstrong website, the uni
versity's Facebook page, and
even the unregistered bikes
themselves.
Both officers made similar
comments about not hav
ing any problems with stu
dent bicyclers. Willcox was
adamant that the students
themselves are not the is
sue.
"What I think the biggest
issue that we are facing is
not trying to make people
follow regulations, but to
make the students aware of
what's going on," Willcox
said.
Willcox said there are sev
eral opportunities for stu
dents to register their bikes
or attend police-sponsored
school functions geared to
ward students. He said stu
dent participation in these
events was important.
"How do we get the stu
dents involved and make
them aware of what's hap
pening on campus?"
Willcox said while univer
sity police post event fliers
across campus, hardly any
students show up to pro
grams that involve police
participation.
Willcox said he is open to
any suggestions on encour
aging students to participate
in events.
Students who use bicycles
and similar kinds of trans

portation to get arounc
campus had many mixec
comments on the subject.
While students said the1
had no problem with fol
lowing bicycle regulations
some thought they were :
bit too draconian.
I don't really have am
problems with campus regu
lations, but it would be nic<
if there was a place to stori
bikes to keep them out o
the weather;" freshman ant
avid unicycle rider Gabrie
Hoffman said.
People are ruthless anc
will steal your bike if giver
the opportunity," sopho
more Skylar Huggett said.
Hudgett also said her bi
cycle seat was stolen fron
her bike.

There are some student;
who believe that the univer
sity's bicycle regulations ar<
too strict.
Freshman Teneshia Heac
took issue with being unabh
to lock her bike where shi
pleases.
"If you leave your bike ii
an unauthorized place, the1
will take it," Head said.
Some students, like fresh
man Erica Roberts, do no
use bikes on campus due tc
the enforcement of regula
tions.
* t'°n * r^e because 0
the strict enforcement or

1 e rules, Roberts said.
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Skipping class cpuld mean skipping degree
The Inkwell Editorial Board

With summer vacation on
the horizon with longer days
and better weather, it's dif
ficult to develop any incen
tive to attend class, let alone
study and put forth effort.
However, this attitude comes
from students who later find
themselves stranded in the
ocean of failing grades with
out a lifeboat.
According to the Ameri
can Institution for Research,
only 60 percent of s tudents
at four-year colleges gradu
ate. Soif you're looking long
ingly at empty seats around
you, or getting jealous over
hearing your classmate
bragging about his recent
excursion to the beach while
skipping class, don't start
feeling sorry for yourself.
Don't give in to spring fe
ver. Take a good look around
you. Only six out of every 10
of y ou are statistical likely
to graduate, and you want to
be included in the six.
Some might say, that of
all times in the school year,
spring is the time to skip
class. We would almost be
remiss in our duties if we
attended class all semester
and did not take advantage
of one or two of th ese beau
tiful days we have lined up.
While the timing seems good '
for the weather, this is actu
ally the worst time possible
to take a gamble with our
grades.
We are at the peak of the
semester. At this time, pro
fessors will be doling out

research projects, presen
tations, speeches, exams,
2,000-page
book-reading
assignments, and any num
ber of time-consuming ac
tivities to keep us occupied
from now until the end of
the semester. If you blink,
you might wake up with a
zero.
A lot of people are not able
to take summer classes, and
fall begins a new financial
aid year. If a student ends
the school year in failure, it's
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pretty hard for him or her to
get back into school.
Let's say you have a
Stafford Loan, for example,
and you have failed all your
classes. You now only have
six months until you have
to start paying on your loan.
You have to pay back the
loan in full before you can
qualify for the loan again.
Even then, it's possible Arm
strong will c hange your sta
tus from "good standing" to
"academic probation" until

care of everything at the last
minute, you might as well
forget it.
Secondly, getting orga
nized takes the edge off of
being overwhelmed. If you
simply wrote down a long todo list, the work would seem
intimidating. When you can
spread it out on a calendar,
breaking your workload
down into small parts, ev
erything seems more man
ageable.
When you're organized,
you don't have to sacrifice
your personal life or fun —
as much. The truth is skip
ping class doesn't give you
any more hours in a day.
You still have to make up for
the time that you lost. This
means there will inevitably
be times when your friends
are egging you on to go party
and you will e ither be stuck
home studying to make up
for the time that you weren't
or going out with them and
floating farther away from a
passing grade.
If you get your work done
ahead of time, then the week
ends are available to you for
their true purpose: fun and
Illustration by Gabrielle Hague relaxation.
you achieve a C-or-better cu Map out all your deadlines,
Of course, the lure of sun
mulative average. This kind and then make a game plan ny days and warm weather
of nightmare is probably for how you are going to hit compels every one of us to
why a lot of students don't those deadlines. This is help skip class, sometimes for the
end up graduating.
ful for a few reasons.
mere fact that we haven't
If a nything, the best thing
First of all, you actually used up all the notches on
we can do for ourselves is learn all the material over our attendance require
stay organized. As much as time, instead of cramming it ments. However, if you can
that sounds like something all into your brain at the last bolt your feet to the floor and
your mom might say, staying minute. According to psy sit through class, you can
organized pays off.
chologists Don and Sandra rest assured you've made it
In. order to ward off the Hockenbury, cramming is one step closer to earning
temptation to completely ig the least effective method in your degree. Who knows,
nore coursework, it helps to retaining information. So if you might actually learn
employ a massive calendar. you were planning on taking something.

It s your taxes, your business
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Quite often, candidates
will run for office with
"open government" as one
of their battle cries. And
then when they get elected,
the battle cry ceases to be.
From time to time there
are efforts to strengthen
what we refer *to as our
"Sunshine Laws." And there
have been efforts to dimin
ish them.
This year an effort was
made to strengthen Sun
shine Laws but that effort

was put on hold. A Georgia
Press Association analysis
said there was some good
and some not-so-good in
the wording. And it is indi
cated there will be summer
hearings on the subject and
it make come back to the
table next year.
Among the good parts
were efforts to substan
tially increase fines for vio
lation of the Georgia Open
Records Act as well as the
Georgia Open Meetings
Act.
Too many times govern
ment bodies simply don't

take the laws seriously. And
each new body that comes
in must be versed in these
laws. And too many times,
they are versed in how to
avoid the laws.
Another good item in that
menu of changes would be
to clarify some ambiguities
and to broaden the defini
tion of public bodies. Need
less to say, there have been
many attempts to circum
vent the intent of the laws
by preying, on poor letters
of the law.
Unfortunately, the bat
tle for openness generally

rests on the shoulders of
the press. The general pub
lic doesn't get excited until
its ox is in the ditch.
So this note to the public,
please be aware that gov
ernment business is your
business. You are paying
for it. You have a vested
interest in knowing what
is going on. And when a
government body wants to
keep it secret from you, you
should want to know why.

tonyraymorris@gmail.com

JUDD PUBLISHING
Printer

Know something The Inkwell should cover? E-mail News.lnkwell@gmail.com and let us know.
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Apr. 2: Baseball vs. UNC Pembrftke, noon
Softball at Francis Marion, 1 p.m.
Tennis at Lander, 2 p.m.
Baseball vs. UNC Pembroke, 3 p.m.
j
Softball at Francis Marion, 3 p.m.

1
C
DADTC
3r
1 UK
11 1

Apr. 3; Tennis at North Ga., noon
Baseball vs. UNC Pembroke, 1 p.m.
Softball at UNC Pembroke, 1 p.m.
Softball at UNC Pembroke, 3 p.m.
Apr. 5: Tennis at Flagler, 2 p.m.

*

Pirates slam to victory against Valdosta State
at No. 3 singles. Top-ranked
Muller-Wehlau followed with
a 6-1, 6-0 win over Braun at
The
top-ranked
and No. 1 singles and Ronel beat
three-time NCAA Division Tuggle, 6-0, 6-2, at No. 4
II
national
champion singles. Filipovski finished
Armstrong women's tennis off the match with a 6-3,
team returned to action after 6-2 win over Nagel a t No. 2
Spring Break with a 9-0 singles.
In a battle of the last
victory over visiting Valdosta
State on March 25, at Bacon two teams in Division II
men's tennis, No. 3-ranked
Park.
The Lady Pirates dropped Armstrong men's tennis
just three games in doubles blazed
past
top-ranked
and won all six singles Valdosta State, 7-2, at Bacon
matches in straight sets Park March 25.
against the Lady Blazers to
For the Pirates, it was a
remain unbeaten on the 2011 modicum of revenge, against
the last team that handed
season.
Alida Muller-Wehlau and Armstrong a loss in the
Tina Ronel began doubles regular season. Valdosta
play with an 8-0 win over State knocked off the Pirates,
Nicole Hernandezand Jessica 5-4, on April 10 oflast season
Tuggle at No. 2 doubles. and went all the way to the
Kathleen Henry and Joanna National
Championship
Szymczyk also claimed an match.
8-0 win, beating Leslie
Doubles provided tense
Roberge and Jahyna Pope moments on both sides as the
at No. 3 doubles. Aleksandra Pirates took a 2-1 lead — and
Filipovski
and
Barbora nearly had & 3-0 advantage.
Krtickova completed the No. 8-ranked Eudaldo Bonet Senior Rafael Array defeated No. 22- ranked Luis Loeffler 5-7, 6-1, 6-0 in singles on March 25 at Bacon Park.
doubles sweep with an 8-3 and Daniel Regan started off
The No. 20-ranked duo back again to tie the breaker Scocuglia followedwith a 6-3,
win over Sarah Braun and by collecting an 8-6 win over of Matus Mydla and Pedro at 6-6, but Pakebusch and 6-4 win over Lenhhart at No.
Alina Nagel at No. 1doubles. No. 39-ranked Konstantin ScocugliatrailedNo.3-ranked Loeffler prevailed, 10-8, to 6 singles, while Kutschenko
In singles, No. 25-ranked Kutschenko and Otto Lenhart Philip Pakebusch and Luis earn the point.
soon notched a singles win
Henry started things off with at No. 3 doubles. Top-ranked Loeffler, 6-2, but battled
Armstrong earned first-set for the Blazers with a 6-4,6-2
a 6-0,6-0 win over Robergeat Rafael Array and Mikk Irdoja back to go up 8-7 and serve wins in four of the six singles victory over No. 21 Regan.
No. 5 singles. No. 10-ranked survived an early break to for the match. Valdosta State matches to take an early
All three of the last singles
Szymczyk k nocked off Pope, knock off the No. 2-ranked broke the serve, sending the advantage in singles play. matches went tostraight sets.
6-1, 6-0, at No. 6 singles, and duo of Daniel Dueren and match to a tiebreaker. Mydla Mydla gave the Pirates their No. 4-ranked Irdoja used an
then No. 8-ranked Krtickova Christian Hansen, 8-5, at No. and Scocuglia fell behind first point with a 6-0,6-2 win. early break in the third set to
bested Hernandez, 6-1, 6-1, 1 doubles.
5-0 in the tiebreaker, battled over Hansen at No. 3 singles. down No. 6 Pakebusch, 7-5,

Sports Communications

Photo by Stephen Berend
*

4-6, 6-3, to clinch the match
for Armstrong. Soon after,
No. 2-ranked Bonet claimed
a 7-6, 4-6, 6-1 win over No.
8-ranked Dueren at No. 2
singles. No. 13-ranked Array
closed out the match with
a 5-7, 6-1, 6-0 win over No.
22-ranked Loeffler at No. 4
singles.

Armstrong sweep Francis Marion at Bacon Park
Sports Communications

The defending NCAA
DII national champion
Armstrong women's, tennis
team wrapped up its regular
season home schedule with
a 9-0 Peach Belt Conference
victory over No. 13-ranked
Francis Marion on March
27, at Bacon Park.
The Lady Pirates finished
their home schedule with a
perfect 10-0 mark and will
hit the road for the next
two weeks leading up to
the Peach Belt Conference
Championships on April
15-17 in Augusta. Francis
Marion dropped its fourth
straight match with the
loss.
Due to impending rain
showers,
singles
were
competed first in the match
instead of doubles. No.
8-ranked Barbora Krtickova
picked up a 6-0, 6-0 win
over Caitlin Siney at No. 3
singles, then No. 10-ranked
Joanna Szymczyk notched
a 6-0, 6-1 win over Rachel

Phott> by Stephen Berend

Armstrong freshman Barbora Krtickova swept Catlin Siney of FMU 6-0, 6-0 in No. 3 singles on March 27 at Bacon Park.

Gaster at No. 6 singles.
The Lady Pirates' two
seniors
followed
with
straight set wins. Tina Ronel
defeated Kimberley Hurter,
6-0, 6-1, at No. 4 singles,
and then top-ranked Alida
Muller-Wehlau bested No.

35-ranked Jitka Gavdunova,
6-1, 6-0, at No. 1 singles.
Aleksandra
Filipovski
picked up a 6-0, 6-4 win
over No. 31-ranked Mona
Blauen at No. 2 singles and
No. 25-ranked Kathleen
Henry
completed
the

singles sweep with a 6-3,
6-4 win over Kerry Hall at
No. 5 singles.
Doubles ensued with the
Lady Pirates notching wins
in all three matches. Henry
and Szymczyk teamed for
an 8-0 win over Gaster and

Pirates tie for fifth at JSU Intercollegiate
Sports Communications

The No. 22-ranked Arm
strong men's golf team shot
rounds of 297 and 288 to
sit in seventh place at the
Jacksonville State Univer
sity GrubMart Intercolle
giate on March 28, at the
Silver Lakes Golf Club.
Austin Peay State led
the tournament with a
two-round 569 score, two
strokes ahead of host Jack
sonville State (571). East
ern Kentucky (575) was
third, followed by a trio of
teams at 582 — B elmont,
Nicholls State and Colum
bus State, the only DII
school in the field other
than the Pirates.
Senior Aaron Elrod shot

rounds of 75 and 69 to sit
in 14th place with a firstday 144 total. Junior Matt
Motes carded rounds of 71
and 74 for a 145 total, ty
ing for 20th, while senior
Ridge Purcell shot consec
utive rounds of 73 to tie for
24th with a 146 score.
Freshman Brian Lloyd
rebounded from a firstround 79 to shoot a sec
ond-round 72 to sit tied for
47th with a 151 score. Tilton rounded out the Arm
strong team scoring with
rounds of 78 and 75 for a
153 score, tying for 59th.
Playing as an individual,
sophomore Tyler Erickson
carded rounds of 77 and 74
and was tied for 47th indi
vidually.
After the first day of ac

tion, the men's golf team
moved up two spots to fin
ish tied for fifth after the.
final round of action on
March 29.
The Pirates shot a finalround 296 to finish the
tournament with an 881
total, tied with Belmont
for fifth in the 14-team
field. Host Jacksonville
State shot a 293 to capture
the tournament by seven
strokes with an even-par
864 total, ahead of East
ern Kentucky (871). Nich
olls State (873) and Austin
Peay (879) finished third
and fourth, respectively.
Elrod notched his third
straight top-ten finish by
shooting a 73 to finish tied
for eighth with a one-overpar 217 total. Motes carded

a final-round 77 to' finish
tied for 29th with a 222 to
tal, while Lloyd shot a 73
to finish tied for 33rd with
a 224 total.
Purcell shot an 80, fin
ishing tied for 43rd with a
226 total. Tilton also tied
for 43rd with a 226 total
after shooting 73. Playing
as an individual, Erickson
shot a final-round 75 to tie
for 43rd w^th a 226 total as
well.
Armstrong will now pre
pare for the 2011 Peach
Belt Conference Champi
onships, hosted by Savan
nah Quarters Country Club
in Pooler on April 11-12.

Siney at No. 3doubles, while
Muller-Wehlau and Ronel
beat Hall and Hurter, 8-3,
at No. 2 doubles. Filipovski
and Krtickova pulled off an
8-4 upset of No. 5-ranked
Blauen and Gavdunova to
finish off t he match.
The
No.
3-ranked
Armstrong men's tennis
team did not suffer a
letdown after knocking off
No. 1 Valdosta on March
25, blitzing No. 17 Francis
Marion in a 9-0 Peach Belt
Conference victory at Bacon
Park, f,
The Pirates also wrapped
up their regular season
home schedule with the
win over the Patriots,
who suffered their fourth
straight loss.
Pedro Scocuglia started
things off for the Pirates
with a 6-0, 6-0 win over
Dirk Bair at No. 6 singles.
No.
30-ranked
Matus
Mydla followed with a 6-1,
6-1 win over Tim Ruepke at
No. 3 singles. No. 21-ranked
Daniel Regan bested Karl
Rogers, 6-2, 6-2, at No. 5

singles.
No. 4-ranked Mikk Irdoja
downed Alex Caspari, 6-1,
6-3, at No. 2 singles while
the lone senior on the
Pirates' squad this season,
Rafael
Array,
downed
Jack Bishop, 6-3, 6-2, at
No. 4 singles. The last
singles match to finish was
a matchup of top threeranked singles players
in
which
Armstrong's
No.
2-ranked
Eudaldo
Bonet beat No. 3 Oshada
Wijemanne, 7-5, 7-5, at No.
1 singles.
Doubles were played
afterward with Armstrong
picking up wins in all three
matches. The No. 20-ranked
duo of Mydla and Scocuglia
beat Ruepke and Bair, 8-1,
at No. 2 doubles, while No.
8-ranked Bonet and Regan
beat Tanguy Montoisy and
Mickey Poirer, 8-3, at No. 3
doubles. Top-ranked Array
and Irdoja downed Caspari
and Rogers, 8-4, at No. 1
doubles to finish off the
match.

Now Hiring (hourly position)

THE INKWELL
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2011 -12 Academic Year / Apply by Friday, April 29

Sports Editor

Interested in a career in sports journalism? Well, you
have the chance to manage the coverage of conference
and national champion sports teams.
You'll assign writers to cover sports, health and wellness
stories and cover student athletes at the top of their
game.
Time management and leadership skill^are necessities;
previous journalism experience is a plus.

How to apply for editor-level positions:
Fill out the Stu dent Leadership Application available
outside of the Stu dent Activities office at MCC Room
201 and return it to their office, or complete the applica
tion online through the Leadership Opportunities link

The Inkwell

By Katie R. Balcom
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er pushes past Lady Pirates

The senior send-on match
ups between the Saints of
Flagler and the Lady Pirates
led to a come-from-behind
victory for the Saints. Blast
ing three homeruns in each
game of the doubleheader
allowed the Saints to cap
ture the sweep over No.
R3i^ms!rong in the Peach

Belt Conference match ups,
March 26, on the Arm
strong Softball Field.
PBcT HprintS ,(3°"12' 6"6
BC) delivered Armstrong
(20-6,5-3 PBC) their first
big injury of the season by
sweeping the series and
knocking Armstrong from
File Photo
their first place ranking in Tne Saints had three homeruns in each game to defeat the Lady Pirates March
26 on the Armstrong Softball Field.
the PBC.
sley.
Armstrong started off full
Armstrong held the lead (12-3) suffered the loss giv
force during the first game going into the seventh
ing up 11hits and eight runs
of the match up with the when Breezy Codings blast during eight on the mound
help of Shelby Duffs solo ed a grand slam over center striking out 11 and walking
homerun in the first, put field, plating four Saints to four.
ting the Pirates on top, i-o. tie the game 6-all.
Senior, Amber Janus was
The Saints responded in the
Finishing the game, Lau neutral about Flagler's ear
third with an RBI down the ren Bessent sealed the vic ly season success.
right field line by Lauren tory for the Flagler Saints
"It was just their time to
Ely, leveling the game 1-1. with a two-homerun down break out, and wasn't our
The next inning brought in the left field line, ending time to answer back," Janus
another run for the Saints game one 8-6.
said. "We were focused on
off the bat of Alona Person"Overall, we need to just other things, more focused
ius to left*field.
keep our heads up because on the senior day and were
Pirates plated two more we know we are a good easily distracted."
runs in the fourth, thanks team and we want to prove
Game two of the double
to Keela Scott's two-run it to everyone," Billingsley header proved to be too
homer, placing Armstrong said.
much for the Pirates to take
on top, 3-2. The Lady Pi
Kalyn Loverich (11-4) on, with a 17-8 defeat in six
rates kept their bats swing earned the win for the innings.
ing in the fifth, driving in Saints in her four innings
Flagler began the ram
three more runs, making it of relief, allowing only two page over the Pirates in
6-2 with the help of a two- hits and retiring three on their 14-batter, 10-run sec
run double by Erin Billing- strikeouts. Megan Barnwell ond inning. The inning was

capped off with a two-run
homerun by Collings and
designated hitter Kaycee
Lisa.
Armstrong came back in
the bottom of the second,
plating five runs with the
help of a Billingsley two
-RBI double to right cen
ter field. In the fifth, Arm
strong added three more
runs to their credit, making
it a 12-8 game.
Flagler shut the Pirates
down in the top of the sixth,
adding five more runs to
seal the victory and the
sweep over No. 23-ranked
Pirates with a 17-8 final
score in the second game of
the double header.
"They hit better than we
did and us not having time
ly hitting hurt us," Janus
said. "We didn't have lead
ership. Focus, intensity,
responsibility and account
ability was not present on
the field."
Kelly
Riddick (12-4)
earned the win for the
Saints in game two, allow
ing seven hits and eight
runs, walking three and re
tiring five batters on strikes.
Shelby Duff (4-3), recieved
the loss for the Pirates, al
lowing six hits and seven
runs in a mere 1 2/3 inning
on the mound, walking one
and striking out three.
' "The games are in the
past now," Barnwell said.
"There is nothing that we
can do about them, so we
need to move on and focus
on what's ahead of u s."
Leading in the double-
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Pirates' Plunde
Armstrong Sports Trivia, previews and more

Compiled by Brittany Hodges
Sports.Inkwell@gmail.com

Armstrong Sports Trivia.
1. How many women are on the Lady Pirates tennis
roster?
2. Who has earned PBC Pla yer of t he Week honors
twice each season since 2008?
3. How many times has Simon Earnshaw earned
ITA National DII coach of the year?
4. When did the Lady Pirates set a school record for
61 consecutive victories?
5. What was the Lady Pirates tennis team record for
home matches this season?
Check

your answers at the bottom of the page.

header, Personius went
5-for-8 with two homer
uns and five RBIs. Bes
sent went 4-for-8 with five
runs scored and four RBIs.
Billingsley knocked in a
double in each game, push
ing her career doubles total
to 31 placing her in 10th
all-time on the Armstrong
•Softball double chart.
"The season as a whole is
actually going well for us
so far, but we have plenty
of games left to even bet
ter ourselves as a team and
we plan to go as far as pos
sible during this season,"
Billingsley said.
The Pirates will hit the
road for their next Peach
Belt Conference match up
against Francis Marion in
doubleheader action on
April 2.

Pirates earn second straight sweep against Montevallo
Sports Communications

The No. 12-ranked Arm
strong baseball squad ral
lied on the road for a run
in the ninth to go to extra
innings, then scored three
in the 13th for an 8-5 Peach
Belt Conference seriesopening win over host
Montevallo on March 25 at
Kermit A. Johnson Field in
Montevallo, Ala.
The Pirates have now won
their last three extra-inning
contests, while Montevallo
sees its four-game league
win streak come to an end.
Armstrong trailed, 4-3,
heading into the top of the
ninth inning, but the Pi
rates pushed across a run
against Montevallo closer,
Wes Rich, to send the game
into extra innings. John
Roberts doubled down the
right field line to lead off
the inning and Drew Walk
er followed with a single.
After a strikeout, Josh Pur
vis beat the relay throw on
a ground ball as the Fal
cons tried to turn a 3-6-3
game-ending double play,
allowing Roberts to score
the tying run.
The Pirates had a chance
to win it in the 12th as a
two-out RBI single by Alex
Frederick put Armstrong
ahead, 5-4, but Montevallo
loaded the bases with one
out and scored the tying
run on an error to push the
game to the 13th.

With two outs in the 13th,
Armstrong rallied as Law
rence Jackson was hit by
a pitch, stole second, and
then scored on an RBI sin
gle by Purvis. The Pirates
added a pair of insurance
runs on a two-run triple by
Mike Barnhill, then junior
Eric Fowler set down the
Falcons 1-2-3 in the bottom
of the 13th to preserve the
victory..
Fowler's shutout inning
saved it for Jonathan Fulghum, who notched the win
with two innings of two-hit
relief, giving up one un
earned run, walking two
and striking out two.
Montevallo reliever Joey
Noro took the loss, giving
up five hits and four runs
in two innings of work.
Frederick and Barnhill
each collected three hits
and drove in two runs in the
game for the Pirates., while
Josh Heath also had three
hits and two runs scored.
Montevallo was led at the
plate by Josh Dabbs, Josh
Headley and Pablo Martell, who each collected two
hits. Will Fulmer added a
solo home run for the home
squad.
The baseball squad then
then up a pair of 9-4 wins
on March 26, sweeping a
PBC baseball series from
host Montevallo.
The Pirates ran their PBC
win streak to eight with the
wins, while Montevallo was
swept in a league series for

By Brittany Hodges
Sports.InkwelI@gmaiI.com

Softball:

March 26—vs. Flagler L 8-6
vs. Flagler L17-8

April 2

at Francis Marion

<&*•''

at UNC Pembroke

Tennis:
April 2

at Lander
April 3

April5

at Flagler

Baseball:
April 2

•Sill
The wins over Montevallo gave the Pirates an eight-game winning streak in PBC conf erence play,

File Photo

Fowler threw three innings good with three runs in the
of two-hit shutout balls for sixth inning on a Frederick
his second save of the se RBI single and a two-run
ries. Kyle Butler took the Heath RBI single.
loss for Montevallo, giving
After the rough first in
up 10 hits and six runs — ning, Strickland settled
four earned — in 5.2/3 in down and went the dis
nings, striking out two.
tance, earning the win with
Montevallo took a quick the complete-game nine4-0 lead in game two, hitter, walking three and
touching Pirate starter striking out seven. Edward
Scott Strickland for four Brandsema took the loss in
unearned runs in the first relief for Montevallo, giv
inning. Armstrong's come ing up three hits and two
back started in the third runs in 2/3rds of an inning
inning with two runs, on a of work.
balk and a Price RBI sin
Heath had two hits and
gle.
three RBIs in game two,
The Pirates moved to while Clayton Miller had
within one in the fifth fi three hits in game two.
ning on a Heath RBI dou
ble, then took the lead for

Baseball

Golf:

Tennis:

vs. Montevallo W 8-5
March 26- vs. Montevallo W 9-4
vs. Montevallo W 9-4
March 29— vs. Erskine L 5-1
Alex Frederick named PBC Baseball
Player of the Week
Ranked No. 8 in Collegiate Baseball
Top 30 Coaches Poll

Men's .
March 28-29— Fifth of 14 at JSU
GrubMart Intercollegiate

Men's
March 25—vs. Valdosta State
W9-0
March 27— vs. Francis Marion
W9-0
Eudaldo Bonet named PBCTennis
Player of the Week

March 25

Softball:

at North Georgia

a second time this year, after coming off of a threegame sweep of their own
last weekend.
In game one, Frederick
led off the game with a solo
home run, and the Pirates
broke open a 3-1 game with
five runs in the sixth in
ning to cruise to the 9-4
win. Frederick finished the
game 4-for-6 with a pair
of RBIs, while senior Mi
chael Price became just the
eighth player in Armstrong
baseball history to record
200 career hits with his
fifth inning single.
Chandler Hall hurled six
innings of 10-hit, four-run
ball, walking two and strik
ing two to pick up the win.

Weekly Sports Recap

On the horizon

Women's
March 28-29—Sixth at SCAD Spring
Invitational

Women's
March 25— vs. Valdosta State W 9-0
March 27— vs. Francis Marion W
9-0
Aleksandra Filipovski named PBC
Women's Tennis Player of the Week

Ranked No. 10 in the
CollegeBaseballLineup.com DII Poll

L.

vs. UNC Pembroke
April 3

;giof"'

vs. UNC Pembroke

Armstrong Sports Trivia Answers
1. There are seven women on the Lady Pirates tennis'
roster.
2. Alida Muller-Wehlau has earned PBC Player of the
Week honors twice each season since 2008.
3. Simon Earnshaw earned ITA N ational DII Coach
of the Year in 2004, 2006 and 2009.
4. On March 16, 2011, the Lady Pirates defeated Fres
no Pacific 8-1 in Las Vegas to earn their 61st consecu
tive victory.
5. The Lady Pirates were 10-0 and undefeated in
home matches this season.

Page 61 A & E
March 31: The Masquers student theater troupe presents "The Shape of Things" at Jenkins Hall Black Box Theater. The play starts at
7:30 and runs until April 4. Admission is free with Pirate Card.
April 1: Campus Union Board hosts night of improvisation with Dad's Garage at 8 p.m. in Ogeechee Theater.
April 4: Campus Union Board presents Movie Monday at 8 p.m. in Ogeechee Theater.
«

Jean Marsh goes back'Downstair
English actress stars in sequel to classic PBS series
filmed in Cardiff, far from
Marsh's London flat.
"Going back was hard beIt isn't every actress who cause of thinking about the
can repeat the role that people who are now dead,
made her famous 40 years the downstairs people," she
ago, but Jean Marsh can.
said. "Gordon [Jackson],
Marsh is the British ac- really more than anybody
tress who played the plucky because he went on being a
parlor maid, Rose, in the friend forever. And thinkoriginal PBS classic "Up- ing about dear Angela [Badstairs Downstairs," a series deley] and she was younger
she co-created with fellow than I am now when she
thespian Dame Eileen At- died.
kins.
Lots of things were good
When the three-part about it, but from time to
sequel arrives on "Mas- time in the kitchen I'd beterpiece Classic" April come choked up. "I think I
10, Marsh will be back in became more Rose with this
Rose's starched apron, but than I was the first time,
this time at the top of the I was almost confused. I
stairs as housekeeper. "It's probably did become more
the longest part I've played, because I was so isolated,
five years of playing a part. I was living alone, working
You get to know somebody in a way we'd not done'it
tremendously," said Marsh before. So being a little isoin a quiet meeting room at lated, Rose was more like
a hotel here.
real life than Jean was."
"All the work that Eileen
In spite of her excellent
and I did, doing a treat- performance, Marsh never
ment and thinking about it played a maid again. She
... I got to know Rose very did Shakespeare with John
well before we even started. Gielgud, "Twilight Zone"
And then I put her on like a with Rod Serling, the sitcoat, as if the coat was wo- com "9 to 5" with Rita
ven on me."
Moreno, but never another
But Marsh was uneasy domestic.
returning to the role. "She
In fact, she left the origiwas a human being. She nal show early. "They rewas delightful, but she corded1 it out of order bewasn't particularly like me. cause they wanted me to
I'm not a great respecter be in the last show. I was
of authority. I admired her going to New York to do a
tremendously.
play of Alan Bennett's and I
"But it was very odd put- was doing a part totally difting that coat on again. It ferent to Rose.
*
was emotional because I
"And after that I played
was putting on the past, a South African spy in 'The
The past is a foreign coun- Eagle has Landed,' did '9 to
try, you don't always want 5' playing the bitchy office
to go there. I loved doing woman, then 'Pygmalion'
it, and I loved it being over in the theater. I've never
and having the freedom of played a part since that was
going on with other work." remotely like Rose. So I was
Playing Rose this time very lucky."
was more intense, she
Like Rose, Marsh has
thinks. The show was spent most of her life sinBy Luaine Lee
MCT

gle. She married actor Jon
Pertwee briefly when she
was very young. "It didn't
last, a year and a half or
something," she said. "I
ran away. I went to New
York and lived there for
about three years. I wasn't
frightened of New York, I
had a boyfriend there. He
was an actor, too. My dalliances have stayed in the
business," she said,
"It's who you meet. The
life of an actor would drive
somebody who's not in the
business crazy, but a fellow
actor understands it. Peopie do marry within their
professions quite often,
"I lived with the man I ran
away with for 10 years. We
talked about marriage but
never talked about it at the
same time. He would want
to get married, I'd say, 'No,
I've got to do the laundry.'
Then I'd say, 'Shouldn't
we get married?' And he'd
say, 'No, I'm going away on
tour.' So we never quite got
together."
Marsh grew up in a working-class family. Her father was a laborer in the
print business. "Mummie
had been a maid, but in a
very big pub hotel, a sort of
maid-of-all-work. Then she
became a barmaid. That
sounds odd today, but it
was going up in the world,
She was a barmaid as long
as I can remember. Maybe
during the war she might
have done something else, I
don't remember," she said,
"But when my sister and
I started working as kids,
she chaperoned us and she
was so good at it that she
became an official chaperone. You have to have
those. They [child actors]
can't wander around on
their own and mommies
and daddies aren't always

Jean Marsh is repeating her role as the plucky Rose, the former parlor maid, in PBS' sequel to the original
"Upstairs Downstairs," premiering on April 1 0. But Rose has come up in th e world. She's now the housekeeper.

available. So it's a profes
sion and you have to be li
censed in England for it."
Those early years as part
bread-winner for her fam
ily have made her strong.
"I used to be frightened of

dying poor and having to
put shillings in the gas me
ter, that sort of thing. But I
think now that I'm safe be
cause I can downsize easily
and be quite happy."
For those who missed the

original, a special 40th an
niversary edition of all five
seasons is now available on
DVD.

Gamer's corner:
Patching fixes games, lines pockets
them good reputations.
. Typically,
patches
come in few flavors. They
The ability to update usually fix apparent bugs,
games through an Internet update for new content,
connection,
a
process or balance existing game
commonly
referred play functions. Updates
to as "patching," has and obvious repairs are
revolutionized the gaming always welcomed by the
industry.
community, but the third
Before consoles had tends to have various
Internet capabilities, game effects.
developers utilized PCs*
Balance patches, which
Internet connections to are common in competitive
allow gamers to download gaming genres (fighting,
updates that fixed in-game shooting, real-timestrategy,
issues.
etc.), are perhaps one of
This allowed computer the most delicate processes
games to live longer than a developer can undertake.
their console counterparts, Altering existing game
and without the hassle play to be suitable for both
of having to produce and casual and competitive play
market new iterations of without causing further
basically the same game problems can be extremely
(See:
"Street
Fighter" difficult. *
series.)
If done well, patches can
When consoles developed also be one of the best ways
enough to have stable to support a community
Internet connections, it only and strengthen a developermade sense for developers player bond. If done poorly,
to adopt this method.
that bond can be quickly
For all intents and ruined.
purposes, it was a smart
When developers take
their time toanalyze balance
decision.
Games that suffered issues and make decisions
common bugs or glitches based
on
community
feedback
and
competitive
could be fixed in a timely
fashion. Patches help both tournament results, it's a
the casual and hardcore beautiful thing. Both the
gaming community by casual and competitive
keeping
their
favorite communities receive an
games playable, and it helps altogether better game and
the companies by building experience. '•
By Shawn Evans

Problems arise when
developers
rush
their
work and make decisions
based on little to no data.
Their motives seem to be
further lining their own
pockets rather than fixing
games they've already sold.
There is no better way to
create bad blood between
a developer and a player
base than this. It's like
saying "screw. you" to the
community that keeps the
games alive.
There have been recent
examples
of
balance
patching gone right and
balance patching gone
horribly wrong.
Blizzard, the company
behind
the
legendary
"Starcraft" franchise, has
essentially set the standard
for proper competitive
patching. Their patchwork
for "Starcraft" kept the
game alive for more than a
decade, and with the release
of "Starcraft 2" in 2010, the
trend seems to have carried
over.
The
company
has
meticulously
patched
balance issues that have
cropped up in both casual
and competitive play. Over
time, they'll have another
extremely
well-balanced
game that's played the
world over by casual gamers
and considered to be a new
standard in the gaming

industry.
does
their
Blizzard
and
fixes
research
accordingly,
problems
If another issue arises,
they repeat the process.
While it seems simple, the
research can be difficult.
They must carefully decide
which problems are real
problems and which are
just overreactions by less
skilled players of the game.
Fortunately,
Blizzard
is good at this. Because
of that, both crowds are
pleased.
On top of effectively
fixing a lot of the in-game
problems, Blizzard gives
players a schedule for
patches while also giving
patch notes detailing the
changes.
On the opposite end of
the spectrum, "Marvel vs.
Capcom 3" players just
received
a
completely
unexpected,
entirely
random patch from Capcom
only a month after the
game's release date.
The patch, called a kneejerk reaction by a large
part of the competitive
community, tried balancing
a character.
But the problem doesn't
stem from the fact that
the patch didn't solve
anything. Rather, it proved
that Capcom is blatantly
ignoring a very important

MCI
Online games such as the "Starcraft" franchise frequently offer patchwork.

part of their player base.
When the patch went live,
competitive forums blew
up with questions about
what happened and why.
The general consensus was
that it was done to please
newcomers in an attempt
to put more money in
Capcom's wallets.
While that isn't a sin,
since they're a business
after all, it does prove that
the competitive community
that keeps franchises like
these afloat clearly isn't as
important to Capcom as
they make them out to be.
It's a low blow.
Minimal research proves
the character wasn't a
problem to people willing to
spend a couple extra hours
figuring him out. In fact,

the proposed "problem"
character wasn't featured
on either of t he final teams
during the first (and thus
far, only) major tournament
for the game.
Apart from that, the
community had no details,
patch notes, nor any idea
that there was even going
to be a balance patch.
For a company that claims
to cater to the hardcore
crowd, they've . made an
awful lot of stupid mistakes
regarding this patch.
Companies that make the
same offense risk alienating
a lot of players and ruining
any competitive future the
game might have.
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Dreadfully Ever After' delights Austen fans
Zombi© Pride and Prejudice' saga comes back to life in series conclusion
By Tish Wells
MCI

meets Lord Darcy — a scion
of a notable zombie-bat
tling clan — and they fall in
The further they g e t from love and marry. "Dreadfully
Jane Austen, the better the Ever After" is more a sequel
zombie mash-up books be to "Dawn" than to "Pride
come. Enter "Dreadfully and Prejudice and Zom
Ever After » book three in bies." "Dreadfully" covers
eve Hoekensmith's zom what happens next.
Since Austen did not
bie trilogy that started with
write-a
sequel to her clas
nde and Prejudice and
sic
novel,
Hockensmith has
Zombies, m 2009, a Com
a
free
hand
to do what he
bination of Austen's classic
wants
with
the
charactersnovel of manners set in the
from
the
original.
And what
early 1800s,and contempo
he
does
is
entertaining.
rary zombie movie mania.
Taking up the story four
A Prequel to Hockenyears
after Elizabeth has
smith s first book was pubmarried
Darcy, we find
lished in 2010. In "Dawn
the
relationship
having its
of the Dreadfuls," the five
rough
spots.
Darcy
worries
Bennet sisters trained in the
his
wife
is
dissatisfied
with
ninja arts to protect Eng
him.
She
is
reluctant
to
ad
land from brain-chomping
mit
that
she's
not
interest
zombie hordes known as
ed in having children and
"dreadful."
wants to go back to fight
Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies" follows and is ing. All this is forgotten by
the end of the first chapter
more directly based on the
when Darcy is bitten by a
Austen novel.
zombie, thereby dooming
In the novel, not only do
him to hunger for bloody
the sisters do battle but
flesh and oozing brains as
they also try to find hus
he slowly rots away.
bands. Elizabeth Bennet
Told there might be a

cure for Darcy's condition,
Elizabeth and her sisters —
since it quickly becomes a
family affair — go to London
to find the antidote. In the
meantime, Darcy goes back
to his home where his aunt,
the fearsome zombie killer
Lady Catherine de Bourgh,
and her daughter Anne will
keep him as human as they
can until Elizabeth returns
with a miracle. Nothing is
as it seems in either place.
Toss in a royal corona
tion, a partitioned London
with zombie-filled and
zombie-free zones, various
crazed aristocrats, a "Man
in a Box" who has a his
tory with the Bennets, and
a huge rabbit called Brummell, and you have a romp
of a Regency romance laced
with graphic descriptions
of meals unfit for human
consumption.
As for the happy ending?
That depends on your point
of view. Chomp!

THINK music
On Thursday, March 31, at 9 p.m.,
Venice is Sinking and Little Tybee
perform at The Sentient Bean on
Park Avenue.
On Friday, April 1, at 9 p.m.,
Scythian performs at Live Wire
Music Hall and Cafe on River Street.
Cover to be announced.
Also on Friday, the First Friday
for Folk Music features Asheville,
N.C.,singer-songwriter Nikki Talley
at First Presbyterian Church on
Washington Avenue.
On Saturday, April 2, at 10 p.m.,
American Speedway performs at
The Jinx on Congress Street. Cover
to be announced.
On Monday, April 4, at 9 p.m.,
Hie Vampirates, Sick Sick Sicks,
and Status Faux perform at
TheWormholeon Bull Street
Admission is free.
Also Monday, at 7:30 p.m., The
Savannah Music Festival presents
Band of Horses at Johnny Mercer •
Theater on Oglethorpe Avenue.
MCT
"Dreadfully Ever After," by Steve Hockensmith is the last book in a trilogy
that combines Jane Austen's "Pride and Prejudice"'with zombie mayhem.

Drive, relax listening to Bahamas
By Ben Giddins

Although released in 2009,
Bahamas' album "Pink Strat"
recently hit the virtual shelves
on iTunes.
. Bah amas, also known as
Afie Jurvanen, has worked
with well-known musicians
throughout his career, in
cluding Feist and Howie
Beck. In "Pink Strat," how
ever, Jurvanen decided to re
cord a solo album in a cabin
in Ontario, Canada.
Fans 'of TakT-harl
music, this album is for you.
The mostly acoustic-led re
cord is sprinkled with Stratocaster licks and backup vocal
tracks that combine to make
a great sing-along album. The
melodies are infectious and
easy to sing with Jurvanen's
silky voice leading the way.
The first
track, "Lonely
Love," starts with two acous
tic guitars and a vocal line

that pleads, "Somebody second of the song.
help me, I can't do it on my
"Southern Drawl," while
own." It's only until the first holding a strong guitar lick,
chorus when, musically, Ju which is repeated twice dur
rvanen's cry for help is an ing the duration of t he song,
swered with backing vocals. is one of t he album's weaker
The second verse brings the tracks. The bridge and end
album's namesake into view ing vocal melody is catchthan
as a Stratocaster, played with the chorus.
a glass slide, brings growth to
One of the slower songs,
the song.
"For Good Reason" comes
The second song, "Hockey fourth in the lineup. The
Teeth," is about two lovers snares get turned off for a
who, regardless of past rela more relaxing feel while a
tionships, somehow ended up guitar follows the vocal line
together. "Hockey teeth" is a throughout the song. Al-1
terfn Jurvanen uses-for-the -though15-not considered a
moment in a kiss when two sing-along song, "For Good
people's teeth collide. The Reason" is still an enjoyable
track also features a full band listen.
consisting of two acoustic
"You're Bored, I'm Old" be
guitars, a bass guitar, drums, gins where "Hockey Teeth"
and an organ whirring in the left off, with a toe-tapping
background. Bahamas wast beat and smooth vocal line.
ed no time on the album to With slide acoustic guitar
produce a catchy melody for and seventh chords sprin
both the verse and the cho kled in, a feel of an afternoon
rds. An immediate replay in the South in the days of
is in order upon the closing wagon churches rush over

the listener.
The sixth track is yet anoth
er weak song on the album.
"Sunshine Blues" features a
single guitar and vocals that
sincerely croons about an
unreturned love.
"Already Yours" is remi
niscent of an upbeat version
of the White Stripes song
"We're Going To Be Friends,"
with a steady kick drum puls
ing throughout the majority
of the song.
A piano ringk off the track,
"What's Worse." Although
it's not the strongest track
on the album, the overall
emptiness throughout the
verses pull the listener into
the empty feeling the singer
is portraying.
"Let the Good Times Roll"
starts immediately with an
acoustic guita; lick that will
make the listener smile. The
song's title is followed by the
lyrics, "roll and pass me by"
in the short song about a man

who feels that good times are
nothing without someone to
share them with.
"Try, Tried, Tryin"' and
"Til the Morning" are 10th
and 11th on the track list
ing. While not standouts, the
tracks prove to be solid lis
tens.
The album is closed out by
"Whole Wide World," a song
from which the name "Baha
mas" may have originated.
Not the best album closer,
"Whole Wide World" leaves
the listener wishing for one
more track.
With only two of the 12
tracks peaking over the
three-minute mark, "Pink
Strat" will leave you waiting
for Bahamas' next release,
and wishing for a spring
drive with the windows rolled
down.

'Sucker Punch' leaves audiences sore
By Eric Roberts

in Savannah

audience members booed
and were met with laughter
and applause for it.
Still, it's not the worst
way to spend your money
right now. There are worse
movies out there.
Honestly, the first half
of the film is compel
ling enough to make it all
worthwhile for many au
dience members. If you're
into absurdist action and
surrealist epics, this movie
is probably a great watch.
All things considered,
I came out of the movie
feeling like a disgruntled
parent — I' m not angry at
"Sucker Punch," I'm just
disappointed.

For all intents and pur
poses, if you've seen one
Zack Snyder-brand action
movie, you've seen them
all. His newest film, "Suck
er Punch," is no exception.
The story begins follow
ing the young femme fatale
known as Baby Doll (Emily
Browning) as she tumbles
through various tragedies,
including her mother's
death, as well as her sister's
murder at the hands of her
enraged stepfather.
After Baby Doll is blamed
for the murder, she is sent
into an oppressive asylum
for the criminally insane,
Clay Enos/Warner Bros. Pictures/MCT
forced to see the world
Jena Malone, as Rocket, from left, Abbie Cornish, as Sweet Pea and Vanessa Hudgens as Blondie in Warner Bros
through different psyche Pictures' and Legendary Pictures' epic action fantasy, "Sucker Punch."
delic lenses in an attempt
to take control of her situ and despair that increases in the first half. The film's the point where even the
with every passing scene.
second half is a completely otherworldly action scenes
ation.
The constantly changing different story.
— th e sole driving force of
Soon after she's admit
After the first few war the movie — become chores
ted, Baby Doll assembles a worlds inside Baby Doll's
small following of other pa mind are vibrant in scale, scenes, the film comes to a to sit through.
"Sucker Punch" is a mov
tients, forming a makeshift and for the first few scenes screeching halt, and it soon
black ops unit to aid her inside her mind, Snyder becomes obvious that each ie that starts off with insane
2.5 out of 5 stars
escape. The tension is esca creates scenarios of war and every scene has a very momentum, but stumbles
A Cruel and Unusual
lated by the looming threat and struggle that most ac specific, and incredibly un and crashes under its own Films production
of her oncoming lobotomy tion films could only dream interesting formula — "We weight.
Written/Directed
Zack
of. With incredible cinema need object X. You, random
It's a film that began with Snyder
appointment.
Just like Snyder's other tography, a hyper-surreal girl with no established cult classic potential and
Starring Emily Browning,
other-world atmosphere, character name, are the ended with one of the most
films, "Sucker Punch" is
and some unbelievably cool only one who can retrieve contrived and stilted con Abby Cornish, and Jena
stylistically and aestheti
soundtrack bits, the film object X. You got it? OK, clusions I could have imag Malone
cally awesome.
Rated PG-13 for thematic
kicks off with compelling back to being sad."
ined. It's quite literally the
For the first half of the
impact.
Before
long,
the
plot
material
involving sexuali
only time I have ever been,
movie, Snyder effectively
Unfortunately, as I hint becomes
mundane
and
ty,
violence
and combat se
to
a
major
release's
opening
builds an incredibly dark
ed at earlier, that's all with snowballs until it gets to screening where by the end, quences, and for language
world that bleeds tension

mmfaM

On Friday, April 1, Universal Pic
tures releases CG animated comedy
"Hop.'Jn the movie, E.B., the teen
age son of the Easter bunny, leaves
for Hollywood instead of taking
over the family business, and
manipulates out-of-work loafer
Fred into giving him shelter after a
car accident.
Also Friday, FilmDistrict brings
"lnsidious"to theaters. The horror
movie follows a family whose
home is possessed with dark spirits,
and whose son falls into a coma.
The family moves, only to discover
the house wasn't the problem.
Also Friday, Summit Entertain
ment releases source code. In the
action thriller,"Source Code"is a
government program that allows
the government agent to. cross
over into another man's identity
in the last eight minutes of his
life. Captain Colter Stevens (Jake
Gyllenhaal) uses the program to
gather clues to find the bomber of
a Chicago train.
On Tuesday, April 5, at 9 p.m.,
Carmike Wynnsong 11 on Shawnee
Street will screen "Foo Fiqhters Live
3D."
Also on Tuesday, Universal
Pictures releases"Little Fockers"
on DVD. The third installment of
a comedy trilogy in which Greg
Focker (Ben Stiller) butts heads
with his father-in-law Jack Byrnes
(Robert De Niro) in an attempt to
prove himself a worthy patriarch
of the family.This time, Greg and
his wife Pam have twins. For the
twins'birthday party, Greg is
eager to prove himself man of the
house.
Also on Tuesday, Walt Disney
Pictures releases'TRON: Legacy"
on DVD. In the movie Sam Flynn
(Farrett Hedlund) is troubled by
the disappearance of his father
Kevin (Jeff Bridges.) When Sam
follows a signal from the old
Flynn's Arcade, he discovers a
digital world in which his father
has been trapped for 20 years.

THINKS

thei nkwellonli ne.com/a-e/movies

On Friday, April 1 and Saturday
April 2, at 7:30 p.m., Muse Arts
Warehouse on Louisville Road hosts
the play"Deathtrap" by Ira Levin.
Tickets are $20.
On Saturday April 2, at 7 p.m.,
Tom Simmon performs at the
First Saturday Comedy Show at
The Wormhole. Winner of the
San Francisco Comedy Festival,
Simmons is a political comedian
who was on Comedy Central's'live
At Gotha m."Tickets are $15.
On Wednesday, April 6, at 7:30
p.m., Broadway play"Mama Mia!"
will be performed at Johnny Mercer
Theater on Oglethorpe Avenue.
Tickets start at $68.
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Arts Music Theater hosts art show and children's festival

Photos by Thea Mullis
Saturday, March 26, the Department of Arts, Music and Theater held its Outdoor Art Show and Children's Festival from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Fine Arts Courtyard and the Fine Arts Auditorium. Artwork from faculty, alumni
and students was available for purchase. There were performances from the Armstrong Jazz Combo, Garrison Theatre, Garrison Chorus, Garrison Elementary and Middle School Dance, Savannah Arts Academy String "N
Things, Bloomington Elementary Chorus, Mallory Pearce puppetry, Windsor Forest High School Band, and Savannah Arts Academy Dance Co.

CRIME] FROM PAGE 1
era's, tape of the library en
trance.
The student's wallet was
in the stolen car. His debit
card was deactivated after
police discovered it was
used at Panera Bread. A set
of golf cubs and two 12-inch
stfbwoofers with an ampli
fier were also in the car.
On March 21, a student's
parking decal was removed
from her car while it was
parked in the Sports Cen
ter parking lot. The student
left the car in the parking
lot from 10:45 a.m. until
2:41 p.m. The culprit had
left the word "void" written
on the rear windshield of
the car in the decal's place.
A student reported on
March 21, at 4:45 p.m., that
her Toyota Camry had been
broken into in the parking
lot behind Compass Point.
The student left her car
at 9:15 a.m. and returned
at 4:45 p.m. to discover
her driver's side door was
unlocked. She reported a
silver iPod Touch, a blue
Ralph Lauren bag and mul

tiple items of clothing were
all missing. She estimated
the value of the stolen items
at $390.
On March 21, at approxi
mately 7 p.m., a student
flagged down Officer Rich
ard Mitts in the Science
Center parking lot. The
student complained that
his ex-girlfriend harassed
him via text messages and
phone calls since their
breakup in October.
On March 22, Lieutenant
John Bennett responded to
a student who" said her flash
drive was stolen from the
computer lab in University
Hall room 112 on March 10.
She said she left the drive
at 11:30 a.m. and returned
for it at 1:30 p.m. She post
ed a reward poster for the
drive in the computer lab,
but when no one respond
ed, she contacted police.
On March 26, Mitts re
sponded fo a report of win
dow damage in University
Terrace. A student com
munity assistant notified
Mitts and contacted emer

SGA| FROM PAGE 1
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March 28 through April 8 outside of the Student Union, can
find information about the
drive on the Facebook page
entitled "Hygiene Drive for
Japan Relief [SGA GivesBack:
Community Service Week]."

All of Armstrong was in
vited so everyone interested
in Greek life could meet us
and learn what we are all
about."

gency maintenance to clean
up the shattered glass. The
window appeared to be bro
ken from the outside.
Officer Kenneth Loukwas
on foot patrol in Compass
Point March 27 at 3:18 a.m.
When he heard a crash and
laughter, his investigation
revealed a toppled lamp
pole near Windward. Com
mons. Nearby, there were
two women in a car regis
tered to a student in Wind
ward Commons.
Louk was unable to con
tact the vehicle's owner.
He saw the vehicle leave
the parking lot, though
one woman remained 'be
hind, Louk approached the
woman, who was kicking
an empty beer case. She
said she did riot see the in
cident.
When the car returned,
Louk questioned the driv
er, who was a resident of
Windward Commons, but
she also said she did not
see anything.

Application Deadline:
April 20,2011
Must be a student during Fall 2011 and Spring 2012

Applications can be picked up outside the Student Activities office in MCC room 201
or submitted online at
armstrong.edu/Students/activities_and_orgs/leadership_opportunity_applicatiori

For more information contact:
Office of Student Activities
MCC Room# 201
Phorle: (912)344.2504
Fax: (912)344.3475

Dr. Baker at christopher.baker@armstrong.edu

